For Video or Image galleries, please click the corresponding hyperlinked photos below:

**2023-24 Season Photos**

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. Photo by Dario Calmese.

**65th Anniversary Season Poster Image**

2023-24 Season Poster. Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s Constance Stamatiou. Photo by Dario Calmese.

**U.S. Tour Sizzle Reel**

Click here to download.

**ALVIN AILEY’S REVELATIONS**

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEOS

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Alvin Ailey’s Revelations. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

Ailey’s Solomon Dumas, Constance Stamatiou and Yazzmeen Laidler in Alvin Ailey’s Revelations. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Alvin Ailey’s Revelations. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

**WORLD PREMIERES**

**Amy Hall Garner’s CENTURY**

Ailey’s Chalvar Monteiro and Jacquelin Harris in Amy Hall Garner’s CENTURY. Photo by Paul Kolnik

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO

**Elizabeth Roxas-Dobrish’s Me, Myself and You**

Ailey’s Caroline Dartey and James Gilmer in Elizabeth Roxas-Dobrish’s Me, Myself and You. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: PHOTOS | VIDEO
**NEW PRODUCTIONS**

**Alonzo King’s Following the Subtle Current Upstream**

Alonzo King’s Christopher Wilson, Isaiah Day, James Gilmer and Michael Jackson, Jr. in Alonzo King’s *Following the Subtle Current Upstream*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: [PHOTOS](#) | [VIDEO](#)  
(B-Roll)

**Jamar Robert’s Ode**

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Jamar Roberts’ *Ode*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: [PHOTOS](#) | [VIDEOS](#)  
(B-Roll ft female cast and “The Making of” videos)

**Ronald K. Brown’s Dancing Spirit**

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Ronald K. Brown’s *Dancing Spirit*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: [PHOTOS](#) | [VIDEO](#)  
(B-Roll)

**Hans van Manen’s Solo**

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s Chalvar Monteiro in Hans van Manen’s *Solo*. Photo by Daniel Azoulay.

CLICK FOR: [PHOTOS](#) | [VIDEO](#)  
(B-Roll)

**2023-24 RETURNING FAVORITES**

**Ailey Classics Program**

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Alvin Ailey’s *For Bird - With Love*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: [PHOTOS](#) | [VIDEO](#)  
(B-Roll)

**Kyle Abraham’s Are You in Your Feelings?**

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in Kyle Abraham’s *Are You in Your Feelings?*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: [PHOTOS](#) | [VIDEOS](#)  
(B-Roll & “The Making Of” in rehearsal)

**Alvin Ailey & Mary Barnett’s Survivors**

Alley’s Yannick Lebrun and Jacquelin Harris in Alvin Ailey & Mary Barnett’s *Survivors*. Photo by Paul Kolnik.

CLICK FOR: [PHOTOS](#) | [VIDEO](#)  
(B-Roll & Press Reel)